INTRODUCTION
The Coordinated Universal Time ( UTC ) has been calculated with one-month data, and has been published monthly in the Circular T[1] under the form of UTC UTC( )  k at five-day intervals from 1988. UTC is not adapted for real and quasi-real time applications. Therefore, a rapid Coordinated Universal Time UTCr is proposed by BIPM. The Time Department conducted an experiment of producing a "rapid UTC " ( UTCr ) from January 2012 to the end of June 2013. About 40 laboratories contributed to the experiment. The BIPM Time Department produced an interim report in September 2012 and a final report in April 2013 for the Consultative Committee for Time and Frequency (CCTF) [2] . The report showed that UTCr had achieved the expected quality. Starting from July 2013, UTCr was published by BIPM on every Wednesday without interruption .The lagging is 3~10 days which is greatly shorter than that of UTC (10~45 days).
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(10~45 days) of Circular T, it is infeasible to predict real or quasi-real time clock frequency, however, the publication of UTCr helps to improve the situation. At present, the time difference between UTCr UTC( )  k and UTC UTC( )  k of the International advanced laboratories is kept within 2  ns and the curves of UTCr UTC( )  k and UTC UTC( )  k have a consistent trend. As a conclusion, it is available to predict clock frequency based on UTCr and to calculate the time scale, consequently to obtain better stability and accuracy of UTC( ) k . 
ALGORITHM OF ATOMIC TIME SCALE
In this paper, Algos algorithm is considered as the algorithm of the atomic time scale calculation [5] .
Assume that a laboratory has N atomic clocks: at time t , for the clock j H ,the measurement is ij
The definition of TA is
Where In fact, because there is no ideal time, i h ( ) t can not be obtained directly. Assume that the time difference between the reading of clock i H and TA( )
From (2), (3) and (4), we can obtain
Equation (5) has N equations and N unknown numbers, so it can be solved. 0 nT / 6, n 0,1,...,6    tt (6) Where, the value of T is 7 days; 0 t is the last time of the last calculation interval. Also, 0 t is the first time of the current calculation interval. i h '( ) t is obtained from the linear prediction, the expression is
Where, i 0
t is a frequency prediction value of clock i H .
In actual calculation of UTC( ) TA'( )  kk , calculation cycle is 7 days and the length of calculation is 7 days, too. The length of frequency fitting interval is 28 days. UTC( ) TA'( ) 
CONCLUSION
A dynamic prediction method of atomic clock frequency based on UTCr is proposed in this paper.
The new frequency prediction method and the traditional frequency prediction method are applied respectively to the calculation of the atomic time scale by using the data of three laboratories (NICT, NTSC, NIM).The results ( UTC(k) TA'(k)  ) of two methods are compared with UTC(k) UTC  by drawing and calculating the RMS of the difference curve, respectively. The result shows that the new method is more available than the traditional method. It improves greatly the quasi-real time of frequency prediction, provides more reliable reference for frequency steering and contributes to getting better stability and accuracy of UTC(k) .
